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* 20. ABSTRACT (Cont'd)

measuring of the instantaneous penetration and penetration force was successfully
used in this research.
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM STUDIES
F

The attempt of an adequate characte ization of an armour plate
material impacted by a striker (projecti ) at a high velocity
exceeding the sound velocity in the armo r plate (target). Ephasls is
placed on scaling and similarity condition between laboratory scaled

model and piototype system (actual striker-armour system). it has been
shown that the laboratory test results on the disimilar materials can
be used for the characterization of the waterial of the armour and
striker under high strain rate (about 10 sec ). Specifically, the
tests were performed on lead, copper and aluminum and the results were
transformed in the actual steel armour material. The modeling and
scaling procedure is presented in Appendix A. The laboratory test
apparatus is described in Appendix B. The impact force tranducers
being used in this research are presented in Appendix C. The
calculations of the depth of penetration and maximum force are
presented in Appendix D.

More work needs to be done in this research. The all results arep
obtained during the first year of an intensive work in this project.
Some of the measuring transducers and equipment arrived after the
contract was terminated in May 1982. Therefore we could not accomplish
what was planned for this part of the research.

The experimental test apparatus was designed and fabricated,
including force transducers, photocells, remote triggering device,
electronic circuits, etc. The dual channel digital signal analyzer (HP
5225) was used for data storage and recording.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURE

The essential part of the testing apparatus is a modified
* Remington 30-06 caliber rifle with a smooth barrel. The supporting

frame buffle plates, remotely controlled triggering device, target
specimen holder, etc. are shown in Figure 1. A low power laser wasused
for an accurate aiming during testing. See Figs. 5 and 6. the
electronic equipment such as FFT digital system, 4 channel storage
oscilloscopes, polaroid cameras, etc. are shown in Figure 7.

A typical frequency spectrum record is shown in Figure 8 and
force response is shown in Figure 9.

The creaters obtained on lead, aluminum and brass are shown in
Figures 10, 11. A few examples of experimental data are shown in
Figures 12 - 15.
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Fig. 1. The close view on the rifle holder, prism,
baffle plates, and3 the upper frame.

Fig. 2. The force transducers supporting the target
specimens.



Fig. 3. The target specimen holders fixed to the force
transducers.

FIg. 4. The shock absorber and triggering force cell.
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Figa- 5. Laser aimning device.

Fig.,,6. The laser incorporating with the prism.
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Fig. 7. Stl zage oscilloscope andi Hewlett-Packard
frequency analyzer.

1 Fig. 8. r~hical frequency spectrtzm sample.



Fig. 9. Typical force response of the penetration
of the lead speci1n

,Fig. 10. Three typical craters on brass, lead, and
aluminum at 2.1 cm/sec.



1.U. Crater in the lead target
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Fig. 12. Force response fran the test on the lead
specimen penetrated by the lead penetrator
at 2.1 km/sec. 1.5 volts/div., loins/div.
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Fig. 13. Same as in Fig. 12 except the copper jacket lead
penetrator was used. 5 volts/div., 5 ms/div.
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Fig. 15. Same as in Fig. 14, but copper jacket - lead penetrator

was used. 5 volts/div., 5 m/div.
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3. Conclusions and recommendations:

The following conclusions and recommendations are based on the
information and analysis given in this report.

1. The armour material behavior under high velocity impact by a
striker can be determined by means of laboratory experiment performed
on the scaled model with different than prototype materials such as
lead and copper.

2. The armour support stiffness is negligible if the period of
natural frequency of the mass of the armour on the supporting spring is
at least 20 times longer than an impact time.

3. More analytical and experimental work needs to be done on
materials and configurations to validate the scaling law.
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APPENDIX A
DISSIMILAR MODELING AND SCALING OF HYPERVELOCITY PENETRATION

AND PIERCING

Al. INTRODUCTION

In this report the impact is defined as a collision of two
bodies: The striker or impactor and the armour plate or target. In

the low impact velocity regime ( 250 m/s) the local indentations or
penetrations are strongly coupled to the overall deformation of the
entire armour plate (Ref. 1). As the striking velocity increases to
the order of magni{i.tcle of about 1,500 m/sec. the response of the
armour is dominated by the dynamic behavior of the armour material
within a small zone (approximately 2 - 3 striker diameters) of the
impact area. Loading and reaction times are on the order of mili-
seconds. the increasing impact velocity to 2,000 - 3,000 m/sec. result
in localized pressures which exceed significantly the interatomic
bounding forces resulting in instantaneous liquification of the
materials in the early stages of impact. At ultra-high velocities
exceeding 12.000 m/sec. energy deposition occurs at such a high rate
that an explosive vaporization of striker and armour materials results.

The test results obtained by firing 1/8 in tungsten-carbide
spheres into lead targets at various speeds areshown in Figure 1. The
ordinate of the figure is a dimensionless depth of penetration /d , and
the abcissa is a dimensionless velocity of impact. Photographic
examples of a failure mode in one of the three categories after
sectioning are inserted over the portion of the graph in Figure 1 to
which they belong (Reference 2).

The characterization of the impact with respect to striking
V and strain rate (6 - is shown in Table 1 (Reference 1).velocity Vadsri ae( =- )

This characterization is very flexible since the deformation procesies
under impact depend on many other parameters in addition to impact
velocity such as: Geometry of a striker and armour plate,
elastic-plastic shock wave propagation, hydrodynamic flow, work
hardening, thermal and frictional effects, and the initiation and
preparation of failure in striker and armour materials.

By definition, penetration is an entrance of a projectile
(striker) into a target without completing its passage through the
armour (Ref. 1). Perforation implies the complete piercing of a target
by the projectile and occurs in several to several hundred miliseconds. W

Impacted armour plate may fail in a variety of ways. Figure 2
taken from Reference 1, shows some of the modes for thin and
intermediate thickness targets.

In the hypervelocity regime of impact, the most important w
physical parameter are specific heat, latent heat of fusion, melting
point and density. (Ref. 2). The corresponding nondimensional
parameters obtained from Buckinghams' n theorem are



__r , -- fn
OP6 T 13 Cr 4n

It can be argued that n7,, , , and /71S are not significant
because the amount of penetrator material heated and melted is small
compared with the amount of target material melted.

The most significant r7 terms therefore are fc, flji. and flIs.
For most metals there is a correlation between the speed of sound and
the latent heat of fusion n. See Fig. 3.

The correlation is given by a 2 95n.

The group nlt can therefore be replaced by

The work of Summers and Charters,(Ref. 2)) shows that fl and
can be lumped into 9p v

fr ar PpV
When the nondimensional penetration P/d is plotted against--

the correlation is 1T 0 r
2

1P V3
= 2. 28 /d - Pt a

(Al)

Here a is the bar velocity of sound. it is more practical to
take a Asthe bulk velocity. When Summers and charter's graph is
replotded the correlation will be

0.6273

~:O.P ,. (PPv

(A2)

Using the above result, tables of non-dimensional depth of
penetration versus velocity for various targets and penetrators can be
determined.

Another example is with an aluminum penetrator. Aluminum is so
light that it requires more than 4 times the speed to do the same
damage as a lead penetrator on a steel target.

It would be interesting to find the ratio of energy that goes

f



into heating and melting the target. The rest of the energy presumably
goes to impact kinetic energy to the molten material, cause vibration,
induce a shock wave in the material and cause strain energy
insufficient to melt the material.

The material presented here gives us a rough indication of the
velocities we should expect for variuous penetrations and relies
heavily on the work of Summers and Charters as presented in Ref. 2.
More work has to be done to determione whether their results truly
apply to various material combinations and whether in these cases we
can ignore the r7 terms they ignored.

The group fl15 is very important in that it gives a measure of
the amount of heat used in raising temperature by that used in melting
the material. It is a dimensionless term that has to be satisfied for
proper scaling. For all the metals scaling is more or ;less satisfied
for this term but not so for wax. The sensitivity of dimensionless
penetration to nF, has to be determined to make wax applicable as a
model for other metals.

A2. Calculation of fictitious speed of sound for wax for use in
Summers and Charter Graph

The heat of fusion for a wax is

5
nwax 1.3 x 10 J/kg.

Functional relationships are as follows:

2
a 95 L.

a 2= 95 x 1.3 x 10 12.35 x 106 m2 /S 2

a = 3.514 x 103 m/5
eq

The only factor left to be scaled is thus

t. t-1

For metals they are roughly the same 2.3

For wax 61.8 x Ct

42.3

1P

f¢-J



A3. Calculations of the parameters for various combinations between

impactor and armour materials and dimensions.

Material for Model Selected:

Target Projectile

Lead High carbon steel.

Copper High carbon steel.

Material for Prototype Selected:

Target Projectile

High carbon steel High carbon steel

DATA

Density of Lead 711.70 lb/cu.ft.

Density of Copper 557.50 lb/cu.ft.

Density of High Carbon Steel - 489.45 lb/cu.ft.

Velocity of sound in lead - 7086.96 ft/sec.

Velocity of sound in copper 15.617.56 ft/sec.

Velocity of sound in High Carbon Steel 19.489.14 ft/sec.

* From Figure 4 we have the relation for a model (subscript Mo)

= Depth of penetration.

-Ratio of densities of projectile and target

V = Ratio of impact velocity to velocity of sound on target P

* material

Let _ e'

I . PVc (A4)

is the scaling factor equal to

, )0 (A5)



Multiplying and dividing right hand side of equation A3, we have, I

(A6)

We can determine the impact velocity of the projectile in the U
prototype. Assuming the same depth of penetration, i.e.

"( ve" Nl

l )Fo /d Ipf (A7)

From Eq. (A4) we have

(AB)

and 2f ) 2

d r(A9)

From Eq. (A3) we get

(j{P- =2.20(
-) ril.Pr (AIO)

comparing Eq. (AlO) with Eq. (A9) we obtain.

-- , - I (All) 0

py A Cle )"0 (A12)

and ( , o _

P-Y (A13)

,4 (f p-)
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(A14)

Assuming depth of penetation in model we can find the velocity of

impact for the penetrator or projectile. We can also find the impact

velocity of projectile in the case of prototype for the same depth of
penetration.

For( (PId 0.2
Model: Target - Lead

Projectile - High Carbon Steel.

2
2. S7.'7

' oY

0.2 = 2.r?7 4?.,)/.7o<)
( V\{24 7

0. 08''0aL

Velocity of the projectile = 189.57 ft/sec.

Prototype:

Target Material : High carbon steel
Projectile material High carbon steel

(PV rMo

= 0.026 x 0.687 = 0.0179

2. For 0.4 (Model)I 2

( m m ,° 2.X 7 - )
V ~j~/Jb4



/ 007

., = It

I / 2.r7 0. 771i

V Qe 535'. / 7~i 'r

Velocity of impact of projectile 535.81 ft/sec.

.* Prototype

(~~~~~ Q 7/ c Pe

SO, g770, o, o 75 6  =,o ' 9

0 'IP ~/013.2747/5(&C.

Velocity of impact in case of prototype 1013.27 ft/sec.

F.For Pd

2.3

e Lx 
P



vJ

. Fl77 0.6 F7

=0,/. v- 6, X77

". 7VP = Ut2. 97 L/s°e.

Velocity of Projectile in prototype 1862.97 ft/sec.

For 0 ,

, r

Velocity of Projectile an model = 1516.65 ft/sec.

Prototype
,~ ~ ~~~0 69 i, -( / "os77

Vp = 2sG1.i7 -/sec.

Velocity of Projectile in Prototype 2868.17 ft/sec.

2-,.. V = 2/3. j-/ .

Velocity of the target in model 2119.3 ft/sec.

Prototype

*7 -7
t°1)7 -Q If



i-ii. -  . . . . . . . . .. - . -. .. , - . . .= , - . - . . .- - . .

04 7.4Lo frc F.

Velocity of Projectile in Prototype = 4007.40 ft/sec.

For P = .2

2,3 /.2 / / L33

• ", V 2 7'C. 27 f1 /sr

Velocity of Projectile of Model : 2786.27 ft/sec.

Prototype:

--- 0,393/ -o. 6J77 - 0.2703

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype 5268.59 ft/sec.

For Pd~/4

S2. z5G /

Velocity of projectile in the case of model 3511.1 ft/sec.

4w



- - - .. r . -. . .

Prototype:

• ". " = 632. 6J 1 {Ie .

Velocity of the Projectile in the case of Prototype

0.3406

Velocity of the Projectile in the case of Prototype

= 6639.68 ft/sec.

For Model:

Target Copper - material

Projectile High Carbon Steel

For Prototype:

Target material High carbon sLeel

Projectile material High carbon steel.

For 0~d 'C c.2

Model: 2

Ii o 2. tY'.,? ,. /,L,-)

0 ,2 = 2.g / ' / ,

6N £,,01 V =327.32 J74 er.

Velocity of Projectile in the case of model 327.32 ft/sec.



S. 7F 0.2 F ,"3-5-- r 99y(~

Velocity of the Projectile in the case of Prototype 3576.37 ft/sec.

For P4;/

, _. 2, 1; a - i M
FS.

, ', V.,,< = z. 4',. fl/t/"C.

Velocity of Projectile in the case of model = 921.44 ft/sec.

Prototype:

v " A t / p

Vl.,>. /6 l9o .. 5Y'++s,

Velocity of Projectile in th case of Prototype 1009.58 ft/sec.

For

Velocity of Projectile in Model 1702.31 ft/sec.

Re
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For Prototype:

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype = 1865.19 ft/sec.

For

2~ 63/(F)

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Model 2618.59 ft/sec.

Prototype:

0 V = 73

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype 2874.73 ft/sec.

For //

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Model 3659.56 ft/sec.

Prototype:/-

7--

."0



V

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype 4004.03 ft/sec.

For

12 - ~ 31

el 0, 5 {2 r.

Velocity of projectile in the case of Model 4810.52 ft/sec.

Prototype:

,2704

5- 7 33 0. 3

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype 5270.33 ft/sec.

z/1 . 9../= 2,= /;"- ,

V 606 2.11f[/e

Velocity of Projectile in the case of Model 6062.11 ft/sec.

Prototype:
IV ) ,V

.-",•' - /

= G6Y 2.9 J4 /. .*7F ~



Velocity of Projectile in the case of Prototype 6682.99 ft/sec.

We have the ,,a'om

/81 - -. '1 '-' /

For various values of , assuming the velocity of the
Projectile in Model we can find the corresponding values of impact
velocity in the case of prototype. i.e. for a given value of
We can find the value of for a given value of r

For 2 0.2

1. 0.2 0.04 a

2. 0.4 0.08

3. 0.6 0.12

4. 0.8 0.16

5. 1.0 0.2 p

6. 1.2 0.24

7. 1.4 0.28

8. 1.6 0.32 0

II For = 0.4

1. 0.2 0.08

2. 0.4 0.16

3. 0.6 0.24

4. 0.8 0.32

5. 1.0 0.40

6. 1.2 0.48

U .*~7 i,



7. 1.4 0.56

8. 1.6 0.64

III For 0.6

1. 0. 2 0.12

*2. 0.4 0.24

*3. 0.6 0.36

-4. 0.8 0.48

5. 1.0 0.60

6. 1.2 0.72

7. 1.4 0.84 r

8. 1.6 0.96

I V For 0. 8

*1. 0.2 0.16

*2. 0.4 0.32

3. 0.6 0.48 9

*4. 0.8 0.64

*5. 1.0 0.80

6. 1.2 0. 96

7. 1.4 1. 12

8. 1.6 1.28

V For1

1 1. 0.2 0.2

42. 0.4 0.4

3. 0.6 0.6

4. 0.8 0.8



5. 1.0 1.0
F

6. 1.2 1.2

7. 1.4 1.4

8. 1.6 1.6

VI For 1.2

1. 0.2 .2.4

2. 0.4 .4.8

3. 0.6 .7.2

4. 0.8 .9.6

5. 1.0 .1.2

6. 1.2 1.44

7. 1.4 1.68

8. 1.6 1.92

VII For A 1.4

1. 0.2 0.28

2. 0.4 0.56

3. 0.6 0.84

4. 0.8 1.12

5. 1.0 1.40

6. 1.2 1.68

7. 1.4 1.96

8. 1.6 2.24

VIII For - 1.6

1. 0.2 0.32

A.



2. 0.4 0.64

3. 0.6 0.96

4. 0.8 1.28

5. 1.0 1.60

6. 1.2 1.92

7. 1.4 2.24

8. 1.6 2.56

CONCLUSIONS;

From the graph plotted I/ez0m, vs /p.for vairous values of
*, we can interpvteL-I (ra)pv after finding the value of )on
laboratory experiments. Even the intermediate values can be finearly
interpolated. On observing the values of lead and copper as the target
materials, it is advisible to go for lead as the material for model
testing because the projectile velocities are small. These velocities
can be achieved with much less expensive instruments and it will not be
difficult task compared to that of copper. From the graphs drawn for
the depth of penetration to impact velocities of model and as well as
prototype. for a given depth of penetration we can find the
corresponding impact velocities of projectiles in the case of model and
as well as prototype.

In general for model experiments, it is preferable to go for a
material in which the jvelocity of impact for a given depth of
penetration is low because these velocities should be within the
measurable capacity with ordinary expts, without much of
instrumentation. The advantage of graphs of P/d vs velocities of
penetration is irrespective of shape of the projectile. Once we
determine the calibre or diameter we can find out the depth of
penetration for a given velocity of impact or viceversa.

NOTE: The values of sound velocity of lead and copper are taken
from "A Textbook of Chemistry and Physics" and also verified the values
with the text of "Behaviour of Metals under impulsive loads" by
Pearson.

A4. Additional Calculations

As we have assumed, high carbon steel for the target material,
the velocity of projectile impact in the case of prototype should be
about 40,000 ft/sec.

We have the Eq. A 14 which reads:

~4 (A 14)



Substituting a (V) - 40,000 ft/sec. we get

. ) - O . ,{A77

i' / ,-oo a' >

As the model projectile velocity is very high, it is not a
suitable material for laboratory testing of models, in order to test on

- the model, the velocity of sound on the material should be low, say
around 2500ft/sec. The lesser the velocity, much will be the
convenient to measure.

So fi i' the Model Projectile with velocity of 3000 ft/sec. "e
can calculate the velocity of sound in the model material and therby
chose the material accordingly. So, we have Equation (A 13)

(A13)

Chosin as the model material we can calculate the velocity of model
projectile made with copper.

For a prototype:

1. Assuming a projectile prototype velocity 40,000 ft/sec.

We have )V
, P-<. r<l (/127.2) . _~ A~

Hence,

2. Assuming a projectile prototype velocity 50,000 ft/sec.

Hence,

SV - 3 . 7- /



Ixr

3. - --- -- /.--

70,_ 6- - -3. 0/
4. 7 r279'fZ

=i ~~5. ,o=

- - :-./: Io /jee

6. , 'M o

For a model:

Material of the target - wood (Elm)

Material for Projectile - Copper

Velocity of Sound in Elm 3320 ft/sec.

For various values of projectile velocity of prototype, we can
find the projectile velocity for model.

1. V r o, /nW

/* o = 4z 2, J/:,/1 /

2. For 50,000 ft/sec.

0Wp
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A5. Calculation of size and penetration time of Projectile for prescribed

depth of penetration

The maximum speed of impact expected is 4000 ft/sec.

The depth of penetration is given by Eq. A2

P/d 2, )u~
I1 (A2)

where

P = depth of penetration

d = diameter of projectile

fp = density of projectile

T = density of target

v Impact velocity

aT = Bulk velocity of sound in target.

The dimensions of target are given in Fig. A8.

Since initial velocity of interface is know to be 3000 ft/sec.

and the depth of penetration is 5/8"),assuming uniform deceleration the
required formula to calculate the time taken is given by:

3= O - .eo) .319. 7 2 le

The actual time of penetration is longer and Force does not remain

uniformly high.

The target material is aluminum and penetrator material is lead.

Density of lead ( 2.7 gm/cc
Density of Al ( fr ) 11.35 gm/cc
Speed of sound in Al ( r) 20979 ft/sec.

lU l- 420



Also lar i s 1 JVeM bA

V 4o
2017/

This ratio is clearly much less than unity and cannot qualify as
hypervelocity impact. Data extends into this region however.

Substituting the above values in (1) gives

2. 7 5,;' 2r/9) C

4r

Assuming themaximum permissible depth of penetration to be 5/8", the

diameter d is given by:

0's = =• 2 15:

This value of diameter roughly checks with the caliber of the rifle used.

The stringent requirement that velocity of projectile has to surpass

velocity of sound in target material is seldom met and has been found that

the phenomena of penetration and crater formation is not significantly
different even at velocities far below the speed of sound of target
material.

p-
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A6. Calculations of a maximum force of impact

The corresponding speed in km/sec of the speed of impact of lead
projectile is given by:

V "~" /~) 000 0-3

From the reflected Hugioniot the corresponding pressure is 0.2 megabar and
iV interface velocity is 0.9 km/sec. or 3000 ft/sec.

Since diameter of projectile is .26" area of projectile assuming
cylindrical shape is:

The initial force exerted on target is

F = 0.2 x 106 x .0531 bar in2
6= 0.2 x 10 x .053 x 14.2

= 150520 lbf.

6

p"
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A7. Calculations of the supporting plate response F

The force-time curve is assumed in the form shown in Fig. A9.

If maximum force is

4:2!;2oool
7- = l sec j

,,",4

By convolution integral the deflection of the supporting place is

(Al5)
T0

The force at time will be

2co

(A16)

Substituting (A16) into (A17) and performing the required integration
obtain

44

A program has beeg written to find X which turns out to be .283 in at
time of 1.7 x 10 sec.

The force on support place
p

F 4 666.7 x .283 =1322.1b.
plate

K! p

Lw



Table Al. Inpact response of materials

Vs  EFFECT METHOD OF LOADING

a > 12 kms "I EXPLOSIVE IMPACT-
COLLIDING SOLIDS
VAPORIZED

3-12 kms 1  HYDRODYNAMIC- EXPLOSIVE ACCELERATION
MATERIAL COMPRESSI-

106 BILITY NOT IGNORABLE
- 1-3 kms FLUID BEHAVIOR IN POWDER GUNSGAS GUNS

MATERIALS PRESSURES
APPROACH 6R EXCEED
MATERIAL STRENGTH;
DENSITY A DOMINANT
PARAMETER

10 4 500-IO00ms-1  VISCOUS- MATERIAL POWDER GUNS
STRENGTH STILL
SIGNIFICANT

10? - 50- 500ms"  PRIMARILY PLASTIC MECHANICAL DEVICES,
COMPRESSED AIR GUN

100 < 50 ms PRIMARILY ELASTIC MECHANICAL DEVICES,
SOME LOCAL COMPRESSED AIR GUN
PLASTICITY

0
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U Table A3.

i TERM RATIOS, PROTOTYPE: LEAD PEN, STEEL TARGET

Copper Target R6m/R6p A Illm/ 12m/1l l 13m/n/15P /l p .12p  1n3p

Tin Pen 0.565 0.950 1.921 4.000 1.464

Copp. Pen 0.693 0.950 4.634 11.820 3.448

Al. Pen 0.208 0.950 2.819 26.736 8.066

Lead Pen 0.876 0.950 1.395 1.536 1.162

Steel Pen 0.609 0.950 6.435 18.300 4.024

Zinc Pen 0.540 0.950 3.36 7.588 3.489

Al Target

Lead Pen 2.920 0.600 2.315 0.680 0.500

Al Pen .700 0.600 4.63 11.82 3.45

Copp. Pen 2.300 0.600 7.600 5.22 1.481

Steel Pen 2.00 0.600 10.660 8.274 1.717

Tin Pen 1.875 0.600 3.240 1.754 0.626

Zinc Pen 1.800 0.600 4.612 3.360 1.500

Wax Target

Zinc Pen 5.055 0.292 59.013 7.54 0.644

Tin Pen 5.273 0.292 33.735 3.940 0,250

Lead Pen 8.188 0.292 62.530 11.736 0.637

P
Copp. Pen 6.46 0.292 81.279 11.903 18.8

Al Pen 1.048 0.292 49.486 26.546 1.484



Lead Target/Al Pen 0.165 0.740 9.268 204 24.00

Copp Pen 0.546 0.740 15.361 90.189 10.24

Lead Pen 0.692 0.740 4.634 11.82 3.460

Steel Pen 5.443 0.740 21.549 139.692 11.91

Tin Pen 0.446 0.740 6.372 30.26 4.31

Zinc Pen 0.426 0.740 11.163 58.038 10.355



Table, A4 Results of Calculations for Model and Prototype.

Material of the Model: Target material - lead.
Projectile: High carbon steel

Material of the Prototype: Target: High Carbon Steel
Projectile: High Carbon

Ser. Depth of Velocity of Velocity of
No. Penetration P/d Projectile for Model Projectile for Proto-
- ft/sec. type ft/sec.

1. 0.2 189.57 348.48

2. 0.4 535.81 1013.27

3. 0.6 985.09 1862.97

4. 0.8 1516.65 2868.17

5. 1.0 2119.30 4007.40

6. 1.2 2786.27 5268.59

7. 1.4 3511.10 6639.68

II



Table AS: Results of calculations for a model and prototype

Material of the Model: Target: Material copper.
Projectile: High Carbon Steel.

Material of the Prototype: Target material: High Carbon Steel
Projectile: High Carbon Steel

Ser. Depth of Velocity of Velocity of
No. Penetration P/d Projectile in Model Projectile in Proto-

ft/sec. type ft/sec.

1. 0.2 327.32 3576.37

2. 0.4 921.44 1009.58

3. 0.6 1702.31 1865.19

4. 0.8 2618.59 2874.73

5. 1.0 3659.56 4004.08

6. 1.2 4810.52 5270.33

7. 1.4 6062.11 6682.99

O

4t
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Table A6: Results of Calculations for Model and Prototype

Material of Model: Target: Wood (Elm)
Projectile: copper

Material of Prototype Target: High Carbon Steel
Projectile: High Carbon Steel

Ser. Velocity of Prototype Velocity of Model

No. Projectile. ft/sec. Projectile. ft/sec.

1. 40,000 442.31

2. 50,000 552.90

3. 60,000 663.47

4. 70,000 774.05

5. 80,000 884.62

6. 90,000 995.20

p

,I

U-



Table A7: Results of Calculations for Model and Prototype

Material of Model: Target: Wax
Projectile: Copper

Material of Prototype: Target: High Carbon Steel
Projectile: High Carbon Steel

Speed of sound in wax - 1279.52 ft/sec.

Density of Wax - 0.9 gm/cc.

Density of Copper - 8.93 gm/cc.

Ser. Prototype of Model of Projectile
No. Projectile Velocity

ft/sec. ft/sec.

1. 40,000 264

2. 50,000 330.72

3. 60,000 395.59

4. 70,000 463.01

5. 80,000 529.16

6. 90,000 595.30 U

@2
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APPENDIX 8
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE PENETRATION FORCE

Consider a model for the striker and armour as shown in Figure
Bl. Mass of a striker is M1 and mass of an armour is M If the
instantaneous positions of center of mass of a striker and armour 02

with respect to the reference lines are Zl(t) and Zl(t) respectively
and spring constant of the supporting spring is k. The two following
equations hold

07/"
where- , feec

/7 Po /-' 4rced a,?(

dhis instant wil be
Integrating Eq (B2) gives:

r dr

/  7-

ZBy Fmaio E B) h .

where tais the natural frequencies of the armour plate on the
spring k.

If the armour is free to move (k = 0) the velocity and
displacement will be

- ~/ / t

7

By comparison Eq. (B5) and (B6) with E,4s. (B3) and (B4) we
conclude that the difference between relative' velocities and
displacements in both cases is less for smaller value of

if or the period of free Os,'41?As is at least
20 times larger than the time of penetration. The error is velocity is
less than 5% and the error in di splacement is less than 2%. In



conclusion the support stiffness k may be neglected.

With this assumptions the test force transducers are designed to

be used in this research.

Neglecting the second term on r.h.s. of Eq.(B2),multiplying
Eq.(BI) by H2 and Eq. (B2) by m1 and adding, gives:

or

where: -

and C- is called the "approach." The first integral of
Eq. (B7) will be

__ - .j <'m~
2 , (B8)

since for t 0. 0 and 4 14 . the integration constant

C is equal VPso

The approach , becomes a maximum f and its value
can be determined from equation: dl' ,

VO (/o)

Actually this value of a maximum approach CV/ can be measured S
from the experiment and it is equal to the depth of penetration.

Hence, the penetration force F is determined from Eq. (BlO). For this

purpose we assume P

(BIl) V

where: and P will be determined from the experiment.

Substituting Eq. (811) for B(10) and performing source algebra
L gives

(812)

LS



The total time of the impact Ti is calculated directly from Eq.(B9)as imp
as

(813)

* Substituting 
a

0fo

into Eq. (13) gives /

(B14)

Equations (B12) and (B14) can now be solved simultaneously for q and n.

From Eq. (B12)

(815)

substituting Eq. (815) into Eq. (B14) gives

, 17 1 z(n , V
0 V V0  07/"V

or

r ,,r : Qo / _ < ..Q),( , " .

V 0.. " . .. ( ni )' •• ..K0
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The values of G for various values of n where calculated and ploted in
Figure B2. u
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Table Bi

RELEVANT PROPS FOR HIGH SPEED IMPAC'

FOR 5 MATERIALS
U

MATERIAL n (Latent heat of 0 °C (gm/cc) C (Cal Spee: of Sound ft/s
fusion (Melting Pt )  1 gW/ C (bulk) (bar)

Aluminum 95.0 660 2.7 0.215 209.79 17200

Copper 42.0 1084 8.96 0.092 15734 11750

Lead 5.5 327.5 11.35 0.031 7080 4100

Steel 65 1515 7,86 0.107 19486 16600

Wax 42.3 61.8 0.96 4917

Source: Handbook of Tables for Applied Enginering Science.



TABLE B2 TERM RATIOS, PROTOTYPE: LEAD PEN. STEEL TARGET

Copper Target

Tin Pen. 0.565 0.950 1.921 4.000 1.434

Copp. Pen 0 693 0.950 4.634 11.820 3.448

Al. Pen. 0.208 0.960 2.819 26.736 8.066

Lead Pen. 0.876 0.950 1.395 1.536 1.162

Steel Pen. 0.609 0.950 6.435 18,300 4.024

Zinc Pen. 0.540 0.950 3.36 7.588 3.489

Al Target 2
Lead Pen. 2.920 0.600 2.315 0.680 0.500

Al Pen. .700 0.600 4.63 11.82 3.45

Copp. Pen. 2.300 0.600 7.600 5.22 1.481

Steel Pen. 2.00 0.600 10.660 8.274 1.717

Tin Pen 1.875 0.600 3.240 1.754 0.626

Zinc Pen. 1,800 0.600 4.612 3.860 1.500

Wax Target

Zinc Pen. 5.055 0.292 59. 013 7.54 0.644

Tin Pen. 5.273 0.292 33.735 3.940 0.250

Lead Pen. 8.188 0.292 62.530 11.736 0.637

Copp. Pen. 6.46 0.292 81.279 11.903 18.8

Al. Pen. 1.948 0.292 49.486 26.546 1.484 3

Lead Target/Al Pen 0.165 0.740 9.268 204 24.00

Copp. Pen 0.546 0.740 15.361 90.189 10.24

Lead Pen. 0.692 0.740 4.634 11.82 3.460

Steel Pen. 5.443 0.740 21.549 139.692 11.91

Tin Pen. 0.446 0.740 6.372 30.26 4.31

Zinc Pen. 0.426 0.740 11.163 58.038 10.355

4
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Fig. BI. Schematic representation of the impact between striker and
armur material. Displacements of the mass centers of the
striker 0 and armour 0 are referred to position at the first
contact ilAstant. F is he penetration force.
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APPENDIX C
DESIGN OF IMPACT FORCE TRANSDUCERS

Two types of transducers have been taken into consideration for
effective use in the test. 1. Membrane transducer, 2. Beam transducer
(single and double beam). Each has got its own merits and demerits.

Cl. Membrane Transducer

(a) Since it is circular one and clamped around by flanges even
for eccentric load more accurate response is assured.

(b) Since a hole is present at the center of the membrane in
which a plug with specimen rests it is possible to perform the test on
piercing also.

(c) The membrane has a limited space to mount strain gages.

(d) It is not easily accessible from the bottom.

C2. Beam Transducer

(a) This beam can't be used for test of piercing type. Only
usable with penetration tests.

(b) It has got more room to mount gages both on top and bottom

of the beam.

(c) Easy accessibility comparing membrane transducer.

(d) bince beam is of 24" span the response for load is high with
strain gegjs comparing the membrane transducer.

The membrane transducer consists of a circular membrane of 5 5/16"
diameter carbon steel plate of 1/16" thickness and with a I" hole as
shown in figure Cl. The target material to be tested is supported by a
plug that goes into the hole and rests on the membrane through the
knife edge on the plug circumference. This membrane is clamped by
two flanges which are bolted together keeping the membrane in between
as shown in Figure C2. The two flanges are in turn, supported by a
pipe of 6" diameterand about 3' long and the pipe rests on an aluminum
plate of thickness 1" as shown in Figure C4.

* The plug over which the sample has to sit is made of aluminum and w
this sits over the membrane through the knife edge as shown in the
Figure C3.

The membrane is clamped around to get good axial response and to
minimize the friction at support.

To measure the axial response of the membrane for the impact
force strain gages are fixed to the top surface of the membrane as
shown in figure C5. Two rosette strain gages and two ordinary strain
gages are fixed on the membrane at 90 to each other. the rosette gage

~9 / P



(ris fixed at a radius of 2 1/2" in such a way to get the radial
response, transverse response and also the response at 450 to the
radial line. The strain gages that are fixed to the membrane is of 120
resistance and of paper back type. The leads from the gages are
soldered to the terminals T55 from which in turn lead wires go to
balancing bridges or to the leads of the Q plug in unit of
oscilloscope. r

C3. Stress calculations in the membrane transducer

The flat plate whose stiffness is to be determined is to be used
Ito support targets in an experiment on impact. Since the displacements
,of the plate can be used to determine the force acting on the plate the
stiffness has to be determined. Also the maximum stress in the plate
has to be kept within safe limits. Given a certain force of impact the
maximum stress and stiffness depend on the location of the loads on the
plate and plate dimensions. The mode of loading is shown in Figure

* (C6).

The max deflection ymax' radial stress S, and tangential
stress are calculated by means of the following formulas taken from
Reference 5.

zz

(M-J= 22 : 3 z

t2€z a a(,/ -+3 y.,'i)

where:
m : where V is Possons r~tio

6a =Outer radius of plate
b =Inner radius
t =Thickness of plate
w 0 Total weight

E :Young's modulus of elasticity
S Radial stress

3

S= Tangential stress C2



The maximum force transmitted to the plate can be derived as:

,n-'-- (C4)
The gravity effect is neglected, where

m = Mass of projectile
M = Mass of target
k = Stiffness of support plates
V = Impact velocity of projectile0

The values given for the above quantities are:

2
m = 0.05/386 16 sec 2 /in
M = 2/386 16 sec /in
k = 4682 16/in
Vo = 48000 in/sec.

Substituting these values in Equation (C4) gives

= 5837 lb

Corresponding deflection is given by

Substituting values gives

5T 3 7

4C82

The maximum stress is 5 = =/96 9Z#5-3 -Sr

If thickness is doubled, stiffness increases 9 times and stress by unit
load decreases 4 times.

Fimpact 3 x 5938

17511 lb.

- SY

C3p



= 739839 psi

Using 4 sandwiched plates

Stiffness is increased 64 times.

Force of impact

Fipc 9 x 5937 lbimpact

= 46696 lb

Stress per unit load is decreased 16 times.

= 493226 psi

Using 6 sanwiched plates.

Stiffness is 63 times stiffness for 1 plate.

Fimpact -x 5837 lb

= 14.7 x 5837 lb.

= 85786 lb.

Stress per unit load is decreased 62 times.

N-9 95s-7dP6;

= 402717 psi

Sandwiching the plates alone seems impractical so we should try
increasing the value of M the weight of the support for target.

As a irj4L value let M be 30 lb.

Using a sandwich of 6 plates.

F. = V~r

21716 lb.

For the sandwich of 6 the corresponding stress per unit load is

C4



is; redce to

I

If the weight of support slab is increased to 62 lb the maximum stress
is reduced to

This stress is within the yield strength of AISI 4140 used in
plates. The factor of safety n is given by

n A/

72. 076

C4. Calibration of the membrane type of force transducer:

Leads from strain gages were connected to terminals of "Switch
and Balance" (SB. 1Oc) unit by which any channel could be selected for
testing. The leads from the switch and balance unit were connected to
a "Strain Indicator" H.W.D-I (has built in amplifier) which gives the
strain directly. this has outlet for the oscilloscope through a
strainsert unit.

For loading the membrane to calibrate, a loading frame was
designed and fabricated. The frame has two hanging arms at an
equidistance from the center of a channel to hold weights.

At the center of the channel a tapered pointer is attached in
such a way that it could rest on the aluminum plug. By adding weights
to the arms, the membrane could be loaded through the channel and the
plug which rests over the knife edge aluminum plug.

To measure the deflection of the membrane, a dial gage of .0005"
accuracy and 0.02" range was used. This dial gage was checked for its
range and accuracy using a micrometer.

The dial gage tip was arranged in such a way over the membrane to -

record the axial displacement of the membrane by keeping the dial gage
support on a magnetic base. The magnetic base was attached to the
supporting pipe to avoid the relative displacement of ;the pipe support
due to the load.

Each channel of the strain gage circuit was balanced properly.
The signal from the strain indicator was connected to the oscilloscope
(Tektronix 535A) with Dual plug in unit l.A.l.



The membrane was calibrated for load and deflection using the
readings of the scope, load and the dial gage readings for the
deflection of the membrane. The best set of readings from the strain
gage (Radial one of Rosette R 2 ) with terminals No. 25 and 26 was taken
for calibration. Also the strain gage (Radial one of rosette R ) with
terminals No. 15 and 16 was used to calibrate the membrane.

On comparing the responses for the load, it was found the gage
with terminals No. 25 and 26 gave realistic response than any other
gage. The readings were tabulated as shown in table Cl and C2. The
graph of calibration was drawn with these readings as shown in Figure
C7 and C8.

Beam Transducer:

This is basically a steel beam of 2" x 1/2" cross section and a

span of 24" fixed by bolts over two cast steel legs forming a
fixed-fixed beam of 24" span. As shown in figure 11. This type of
transducer was designed to overcome some flaws that the membrane had.
To say a few advantages, I. This transducer has easy accessibility on
all sides. 2. Mounting the specimen over the transducer was made easy
by this arrangement, 3. With single beam. the measurement of
deflection of the beam to load with dial gage for calibrations made
easy. 4. Mounting strain gages on both top and bottom surfaces was
made easy.

Four (4) strain gages of each I000 resistance on paper back were
mounted to the beam using Eastman 910 contact cement. Two gages on the
top surface and two at the bottom surface. Each gage is at a distance
of 41" from the center of the beam. That is two gages on compression
and two gages in tension.

To avoid any mishap to the strain gages while testing, they were
covered with insulation tapes and then wrapped around with special
tapes.

For mounting the specimen over the transducer, a fixture was
designed and fabricated. This has got a vise which can grip over the

d specimen in such a way that the specimen is at the midspan of the beam.

C5. Calibration of the beam type of transducer:

For the calibration of the beam transducer, the Baldwin-machine
(universal testing machine) was used for loading the beam.
Oscillloscope type 549 with a special Q plug in unit was used. This
special Q plug built in Wheatstone bridge, oscillator, to give
excitation and built in amplifiers. Also a dial gage of 0.001"
accuracy with 0.250" range was used.

The beam was loaded using the Baldwin machine in the low range
setting. The dial gage tip was centered exactly to the center of the
beam to measure the deflection of the beam for any given load. The
strain gages were connected to the oscilloscope and balanced
following the steps in sequence to balance the bridge of the scope for



I

null deflection. The socpe was set at 10 per division and the
static calibration was started by loading the beam at different loads I
noting the scope trace deviation and the dial gage readings. The
readings were tabulated as given in Table C3.

With the readings taken for calibration, the necessary graphs of
calibration were drawn as shown in figure 09. On studying the readings,
it was found that beyond 400 lbs load, the readings of scope started I
creeping. The reason being the support legs of the single beam
transducer started sliding and widening the gap of the support on the
Baldwin machine.

It was then decided to increase the rigidity of the support of
the beam dual beam transducer was selected for testing. The P
arrangement is the same as that of the single beam except for the
additional beam interconnecting the legs of the single bream
transducer. The same calibration curve holds good for this also since
the new arrangement doesn't change the boundary conditions of the
previous one.

4 P7
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Table cl. Readings for Calibration of membrane with
Strain Gage having terminals #25 and 26.

Scope Divisions from reference in cm
Load dial

lbs. On Unloading Loading Unloading Loading reading
Loading

4.4 0 0.1 0 0.3 0.3 15.5

8.8 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6 11.5

13.2 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.9 11.5

17.6 0.6 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 9.5

22 0.6 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 8.75

26 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 7.25

32 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 5.0

38 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 4.25

40 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.4 1.4

Ip

IW
!1



Table.C2

The data taken for making graph of calibration of the
membrane transducer for load & deflection

Load Scope Dial Gage Reading
lbs Deflection mils

cm

4.4 0.3 0 9-

8.8 0.6 4x0.5

13.2 0.9 4x0.5

17.6 1.0 6x0.5

22 1.1 6.75x0.5

26 1.1 8.25x0.5

32 1.2 lO.5xO.5

38 1.3 11.25x0.5
4

40 1.4

w '
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Table C3- Readings for the Calibration of Beam Transducer for Load and

Defl ection.

Load Scope Dial Gage Beam Transducer

lbs. Division Reading deflection
in mils

0 0 9 0

100 0.7 22 13

200 1.9 51 42

300 2.2 74 65

400 2.8 104 95

500 2.6 137 128

600 2.8 173 164

U I
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APPENDIX D

THE DEPTH OF PENETRATION IN A TARGET
AND MAXIMUM FORCE IN SUPPORT PLATE
FOR A LEAD-LEAD IMPACT EXPERIMENT

Experimental data from Summers and Charters (Ref. 2) are used to find
the depth of penetration for various combinations of taroec material
and penetrator material. Arguments are then advanced to show that the
force time curve in impact can be idealized to a right triangular
shape. The duration of impact is also estimated and they response in
the supporting spring is found by convolution.

DI. DEPTH OF PENETRATION

The empirical relationship for depth of penetation is given by
4 Summers and Charters as

P = depth of penetration.

d = Diameter of penetrator

v = Velocity of penetrator

at= Bar velocity of sound in target.

PfT = Density ratio of penetrator to target.

Here the effect of the latent heat of the materials are lumped into the
term VA

Using typical quantities for a lead-lead impact

2

1cp 4100)

P 2. 6 cm.



D2. Elementary Phenomenology of Quasi-One Dimensional Impact.

Assuming penetrator has a plane front the compressive shock wave
is reflected from the edges as a rarefaction shock wave and travels
toward the center of the front of penetrator causing stress relief.
The quasi-one dimensional impact stops when this when this rarefaction
wave reaches the center.

Referring to the Huqoniot for lead the speed of this wave is for

an initial speed of projectile of 5000 ft/sec. is given by
q p'

2 - 500

Time to reach center

S 5c-" 2.5,4 cm

speed 2500 f" 12

= . us
14

J

This ends the primary phase.

D3. Bernoulli Flow

Simultaneous with quasi-one dimensional flow is Bernouilli flow
in the stress relieved portions of penetrator and target this flow
continues after quasi-one dimensional impact till penetration stops.

The stagnation pressure due to this flow is derived from the
equation

Ps = 1/2 f U2  (D2)

P = stagnation pressure
S

= density of material at the high pressure

U = Interface velocity.

ID

mp



The stagnation pressure due to Bernouilli flow is much less than the
contact pressure on the Hugioniot.

D4. Forces due to contact pressure and stagnation pressure

If the pressure as read from the Hugoniot is PH then the force on
target due to this pressure is

F PH A. where A is area undergoing quasi one
dimensional impact.

Now, for a cylindrical penetrator

A Td 2
-f

The area undergoing quasi-one dimensional impact is the total
area minus the stress relieved portions. 2

i.e. V (D3)

where V is the velocity of the rarefaction wave and t is the
time.

77- P -v ?

(D4)

The area with the stagnation pressure P is given by5

AS ,,1 7/ !- " -1 =  Vt - .

Total force
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P is constant and drops to zero when Vt = d
h 2

PS is a decreasing function of time,

at t C

at same time t I when P5 has decreased to zero

and PH is already zero.

Fc
7-

The impact force can thus be idealized by the graph shown in Figure Dl.

D5. Formulae for depth of penetration

Various empirical formulae for penetration exists. The most well
known being the formula given by Summers and Chartres. R 2

Penetration ratio in this formula is given by (Eq. Dl)

P = penetration depth
d = Characteristic diameter

= Densities for projectile and target.
V = Velocity of projectile

= Speed of sound in target.

For a lead-lead impact pt .

fr
and -. " 0 , ,

d ar ~ 13

and /1 V-_

Or
Characteristic diameter is given by

6PI
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where:-V-is volume of penetrator

Typically the dimensions of the bullet used in impact can be
approximated bya small solid cylinder of the dimensions .25" Dia and
.44" long.

The shape of the leading edge of bullet is not a determining factor in
penetration depth for high velocity penetration. With the given dimen-
sions.

22

13,
* c/: 2 (-,/27) = .315"

• " - "" .455 V'

= .6203/ PTp

Taking V as 5000 ft/sec.
p

P .9". This figure can be compared with actual penetration
figures.

Alternatively the depth of penetration can be found by assuming that
the volume of crater formed is hemispherical and proportional to the
kine.tic energy of the projectile. Using this depth of penetration (d)
is given by

but
2 -_ _ l'V



k is the volume of material removed/unit kinetic energy.

For lead A, = .1_

---T 25 77
Also =- 32 2

, 0o0cx2735 lbi

*.0002 V

Using V = 5000 ft/sec. d : 1.29",

A third method for finding depth of penetration is to find crater
volume as previously and that the volume assumed by crater is as drawn.

Volume therefore is

-v k1,. V  /, /o-.5 0. OOO27395* 4CcO

= /./3/6 bI 3

R 6 4

d .64 + .44 : 1.08"

All these methods give different answers but the emperical results are
of course more trustworthy.

D6. Correlation of crater volume with penetrator energy and latent

Ut



heat of fusion of material.

For the case selected for lead-lead impact. The kinetic energy
cl the penetrator has been calculated as 6415 ft - lb.

Also fi =2.12

The energy required for complete melting of such a volume is

E L

where L is the latent heat of fusion.

For lead L = 10 BTU/Ib.

Since Ekineti c  6415 ft-lb.

and 778 ft-lb = 1 BTU

6415 ft-lb = 6415/778 BTU

= 8.245 BTU

If all this energy goes into melting a mass corresponding to the crater
volume.

Then

//9, r./2

1* -- 1

= 4o/"
•t. 245- 20

The actual crater volume calculated from empirical formula as
1.13 in . This shows a lot of energy is lost by shock and other modes
of energy involved.

Recalculation of mass of lead bullet

Mass Volume X density

--- T'r 7P 5. 2

' /4,,/2 377
LD7



D7. Momentum and impulse

The momentum of the bullet is given by

mVo .0002754 x 5000

= 1.377 Lb-s

Equating this to

I = 2 x 1.377
F0

A speed of 5000 ft/sec. : 1.524 km/sec.

For this speed YyvP the shock Hugioniot is almost a straight line
for lead.

For 1.524 km/s the reflected Hugioniot intersects the Hugionst at
about .35 megabars.

.35 megabars.

= .35 x 14.7 x I0 psi.
= 5145000 psi.

The area of projectile i

FO = 5145 x .049 lb.

= 252000 lb.
2 r /377

tl = 52l000

t ~=11x 10-

D8 Response of spring support

The actual response of the support spring can be found by convolution
where

X(t) J -- s-

* Here F Fo (

m is mass of target and 4 )n the natural frequency of vibration of
the spring mass system

!r . .. . - m a | ml• - W -m • m l - • -/) 2
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The max force in the spring is found by finding Xmax

and than F max

q

4
U

3

p

p

I
w
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